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ABSTRACT
Transitive verbs in Totonac-Tepehua languages show apparent ir-
regularities in agreement in verb forms where both subject and object are
speech act participants (that is, 1 H 2 combinations) and one or both are
plural. Data from Upper Necaxa Totonac indicate that source of this
asymmetry is a 2 > 1 person-hierarchy which also has ramifications for
patterns of language use, in particular the use of plural and reciprocal
forms to avoid direct expressions of affectedness of the speaker by the ac-
tion of the addressee. This pattern of social practice seems to support an
analysis of the origin of these paradigmatic asymmetries in what Heath
(1998) terms 'pragmatic skewing' whereby grammatical systems evolve to
avoid violating pragmatic restrictions on discourse.
1. INTRODUCTION
Although it has long been recognized that discourse and sociolin-
guistic factors play an important role in describing and modeling the
use of highly formal features of the grammar such as particular per-
son or number inflections, relatively little work has been done to
document the ways in which discourse and language use might actu-
* I'd like to acknowledge helpful discussion and comments from Jack
Chambers, Henry Davis, Rose-Marie Dechaine, Bill Lewis, Paulette Levy,
Igor Mel'cuk, Richard Rhodes, Roberto Zavala, and the audiences at the
4th and 6th Workshops on Structure and Constituency in the Languages of
the Americas for their contribution to (and only to) whatever is correct in
this paper. Uncited data are taken from my field notes, collected over the
course of the past three years in collaboration with a variety of consult-
ants, to whom I also owe a debt of gratitude. The texts cited in Section 3
are folktales told by Don Manuel Romero recorded by the author in No-
vember 1998. The abbreviations used in this paper are as follows: 1,2,3 =
first-, second-, third-person; APPL = applicative; CTF = counterfactual; cs =
causative; INDO = indefinite object; FUT = future; IDF = indefinite agent;
IMPF = imperfective; INT) = interjection; NEG = negative; OB) = object; OPT =
optative; PF = perfect; PFV = perfective; PL = plural; PO = possessor; PRG =
progressive; QTV = quotative; RCP = reciprocal; REL = relativizer; RT =
roundtrip; SAP = speech act participants; SG = singular; SUB) = subject.
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ally shape thes, ~features. Indeed, certain levels of the grammar such
as inflectional Jaradigms are often considered to be inaccessible to
the effects of la 19uage use, at least insofar as their form is concerned.
The motivatiOJ L for this assumption is, of course, that inflectional
paradigms are the most highly grammaticized portion of a language
and the forms within these paradigms are synchronically invariant,
leaving the SpEaker the choice of using them or not as deemed ap-
propriate but n )t allowing the speaker the option of altering the form
itself. From a diachronic perspective, however, such alternations are
clearly a possil1ility and, in fact, can easily be shown to have taken
place in a widE range of familiar and unfamiliar languages. This in
turn implies thi It inflectional paradigms may be open to the influence
of sociolinguisl ic and other factors and that these forces do, in fact,
playa role in He shaping of the form as well as the use of inflectional
morphology. "'his paper is a study of how sociolinguistic fac-
tors-more SPIdfically, the linguistic practice of deference to ad-
dressees, as mllized by a 2 > 1 person-hierarchy-has shaped the
person-agreeml ~nt system of a particular language, Upper Necaxa
Totonac.
Upper Neca:~aTotonac (UNT) is a member of the Totonac-Tepehua
family, a lingu stic isolate of East-Central Mexico, consisting of two
branches- Tep ~hua, concentrated in a small region of Northeastern
Puebla State and the adjacent areas of Hidalgo and Veracruz, and
Totonac, spoke 1 in the Sierra Norte of Puebla State and the Northern
Lowlands of V,~racruz. Although little in-depth reconstructive work
has been done, the current picture of the family tree is shown in Fig-
ure 1 (based on Arana Osnaya 1953; Garda Rojas 1978; Reid 1991):
Figure 1:Totonac-Tepehua family tree
Proto-Totonac-Tepehua------------
Proto-Totonac Proto-Tepehua
-~~
Sien I Misantla Papantla Northern Tlachichilco PisaFlores Huehuetla
~~ ~
Zapotitlan Coate ,ec Coyutla,etc. Apapantilia Zihuateutla Upper Necaxa,etc.
The Totonac branch consists of four divisions-Sierra, Northern,
Papantla, and v1isantla; differences among languages within these
four divisions, particularly Sierra and Northern, may in some cases
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be great enough to prevent naive mutual intelligibility. Upper Ne-
caxa (a.k.a. Patla-Chicontla) is a member of the Northern group spo-
ken by about 3,000 people in four villages in the Necaxa River Valley
in Puebla State; the dialects spoken in the two main villages, Patla
and Chicontla, show some variation-where relevant, these are noted
in the text.
While the languages of the Totonac- Tepehua family show a good
deal of variation both in terms of phonology and lexicon, they are
easily recognizable as a family and share a great deal of obviously
cognate morphology and highly similar grammatical patterns. One
area in which the languages of the family resemble each other very
strongly is in the area of person-paradigms (Section 1). Transitive
verbs in these languages agree for subject and direct object using sets
of distinctive and transparent object- and subject-morphemes, and
the forms of verbs with first-, second-, and third-person subjects and
singular objects of all persons (as well as those with third-person plu-
ral objects) are regular and predictable, forming a highly symmetrical
verbal paradigm. However, verbs with first- or second-person objects
and second- or first-person subjects (that is, 1 H 2 combinations),
where one or both of these is plural, appear to be irregular or, more
accurately, asymmetrical in that they seem to be formulated along
different lines than the other elements of the transitive paradigm
(Section 2). The usual explanation for such asymmetries lies in per-
son-hierarchies, but in the case of Totonacan languages this seems
problematical in that the two sets of unexpected verbforms, the 1 ~ 2
forms and the 2 ~ 1 forms, each seem to point to a different person-
hierarchy, the former indicating a ranking of 2> 1 and the latter 1> 2.
Evidence from discourse, however, reveals some interesting patterns
of language-use that may help to resolve this apparent conflict: in
speech and narrative, speakers consistently avoid direct expressions
of affectedness of the speaker by the action of the addressee (Section
3), a practice that seems consistent with that of using relatively more
opaque verb forms in the 2 ~ 1 portion of the paradigm. This process
of sociolinguistic avoidance seems to be a very clear-cut example of
the process Heath (1998) terms 'pragmatic skewing' whereby gram-
matical systems evolve to avoid violating pragmatic restrictions on
polite or socially acceptable modes of discourse (Section 4), and
serves as a nice example of how discourse and sociolinguistic pat-
terns can influence the development of inflectional systems.
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The Totonacm verb is extremely complex both in the formation of
the verb stem ILevy 1994) and in its inflectional paradigms, which
mark tense, a~pect, and agreement for subject and (in transitive
verbs) direct ol'ject. In order to help the reader sort out some of the
intricacies of H.e Upper Necaxa person-marking system, in the fol-
lowing three SE ctions I will examine the subject-object paradigms in
some detail, beginning with the intransitive subject paradigm (Sec-
tion 1.1),which will help us to identify the forms and meanings of the
subject series oj verbal affixes and also serve to illustrate some of the
important proF 'erties of UNT morphological and morphophonemic
processes. Following this, Section 1.2 outlines the active-transitive
person-para digm, identifying the object-markers and detailing the
asymmetries th it will be the focus of the discussion in Sections 2 and
3. Finally, Seeton 1.3 sets out the indefinite agent and reciprocal
paradigms witll an eye to uncovering some further asymmetries in
the verbal agrel~mentpatterns and highlighting the semantics of the
reciprocal marl :er, something that will become crucial in the final
stages of our in' 'estigation.
2.1 Intransiti re paradigms
Beforeundel taking an examination of the complex transitive para-
digms, a look al intransitive verb forms will be a great deal of help in
sorting out sorre of the intricacies of the subject and aspect morph-
ology and the a :companying morphophonemics. Subject markers are
identical for tr msitive and intransitive verbs and can be readily
identified in the intransitive perfective forms given in Table 1;1
1 The conson mtal inventory of Upper Necaxa is p, t, k, ?, c, ~, s, S, t, X, 8', S',
t', m, n, I, V', y; the vowels are i, e, u, a, and show distinctions for length
and laryngE alization (creaky voice). The transcription system used here is
a standard ,~mericanist IPA where I cl is a voiceless alveolar affricate; the
acute accenl is used to indicate stress. The symbol .y designates a root.
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Table 1:UNT intransitive perfective paradigms2
Class 1 perfective Class 2 perfective Class 3 perfective
"taStU "pas "l~?awa:ruin
'leave' 'bathe' 'dream'
ik-ta~tti-i ik-pa~-l! ik-l~?awa:na-i
'I leave' 'I bathe' 'I dream'
ik-ta~tti-x ik-pa~-wi ik-l~?awa:na-x
'weEXC leave' 'weEXC bathe' 'weEXC dream'
ta~tti-x pa~-wi l~?awa:na-x
'welNC leave' 'welNC bathe' 'welNC dream'
taMy pa~-ti l~?awa:n~
'you leave' 'you bathe' 'you dream'
ta~tu-tit pa~-tit l~?awa:na-tit
'youPL leave' 'YOUPl bathe' 'YOUPl dream'
taMti-i pa~-l! l~?awa:na-i
'he/she/it leaves' 'he/she bathes' 'he/she/it
ta-ta~tti-i ta-pa~-li dreams'
'they leave' 'they bathe' ta-l~?awa:na-i
'they dream'
As indicated in the table, Totonac verbs fall into declension classes
based on the final segment of the root. Most Totonac languages (and
other varieties of Northern Totonac) have three verb classes (those
ending in a stressed vowet those ending in a consonant, and those
ending in a nasal); UNT, on the other hand, has for the most part con-
Hated the consonant- and nasal-final classes, distinguishing only
those verbs that end in a stressed vowel (Class 1) from those that end
2 Totonac distinguishes three tenses-past, present, and future-and four
aspects-imperfective, perfective, perfect, and progressive. In total there
are nine possible tense-aspect combinations (the future appears only in
imperfective aspect) plus an additional paradigm formed from the perfec-
tive stem with the optative prefix ka-. The unmarked tense is the present
and the unmarked aspect is the imperfective, although the zero-marking
of the imperfective is the result of a widespread syncope process that
eliminates the imperfective suffix -ya: except in the first- and second-
person plural. In this article we will be concerned primarily with the per-
fective aspect, which (in the transitive paradigms) is morphologically the
most transparent.
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in a consonant (Class 2); the remaining Class 3 verbs are not pre-
dictably meml'ers of this class.3 Because Class 2 verbs are more
transparent in ihe transitive paradigms, these will be the focus of our
discussion, alth ough the person-marking patterns discussed here and
below apply to :ill three verb classes.
From Table _we can deduce (provisionally) that the subject-mark-
ers are as follov's:
(1) ik- 'lsc'
-t/ - _'2sc'
o '~sc'
-X'lPL'
-tit '2PL'
ta- '3PL'
These forms are largely transparent in the Class 1paradigm, al-
though the secend-person singular is somewhat enigmatic in that it is
marked in UNl Class 1 verbs ending in long vowels only by a left-
ward shift in st ress. In the neighbouring Apapantilla, second-person
singular is also marked by laryngealization of the final vowel if the
last consonant in the root is not a stop or an affricate (Reid 1991: 20).
Laryngealizatio 11also appears in conjunction with the second-person
in other aspectllal paradigms in UNT, Apapantilla, in the Sierra lan-
guages (Aschrrann 1983), and in Tepehua, where second-persons
(both singular, nd plural) frequently trigger regressive laryngealiza-
tion of vowelsn the verb stem (Watters 1994). All Totonacan-Tepe-
huan language:; also show some suppletion and irregularity in the
second person ()f a small set of common verbs, as well as in the pro-
gressive aspecttal paradigm.
The identifyi l1gthe perfective suffix in Table 1also presents a few
complications, ,IS it interacts with the person-markers in instructive
ways. Given thoIt 3sc subjects are zeros, the basic form of the perfec-
tive marker is Iikely to be that which surfaces in 3SC.SUBJ forms. If we
posit the basic f )rm of the suffix to be the one that surfaces with Class
2 verbs, -Ii, we :an then invoke syncope and word-final devoicing to
derive the Class 1and 3 form, -I, as shown in (2):
(2) -Ii -. -1 / V_#
-1--7 -i- / _#
3 An exceptic n to this statement are intransitive verbs derived using the in-
definite-obj ~ct suffix, -n Vn (where 'v' is a harmonic vowel taking the
place specif cations of the last vowel in the stem), which are always conju-
gated as eli' ss 3 verbs.
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Word-final syncope of vowels and continuants is a common mor-
phonemic process in Totonac verbal paradigms. The second rule may
seem a bit unusual, but Levy (1987: 103) also notes [-I] - H] alterna-
tions in Papantla and final-devoicing of vowels (or the second mora
of vowels) seems to be an important dialect feature of UNT. The final
devoicing of a liquid may be an extension of this process.
Given the basic form -Ii for the perfective marker, we can then
posit the following interactions with the person-affixes to derive the
Class 2 non-third-person singular perfective forms:
(3) -x 'lPL.SUB( - -I! 'PFY' ~ -wi / C_
-t '2SG.5UB( - -Ii 'PFY' ~ -ti / C_
Phonetically, the first-person plural suffix is realized as a voiceless
[lJ], although phonologically the suffix can be shown to be conso-
nantal. The Class 2 allomorph of the second-person subject-marker
seems to be / -t/ (and may form a part of the second-person plural
-tit); it is possible that the 0 Class 1 allomorph is underlyingly / -t/
and undergoes syncope. The syncope of final stops (so far) hasn't
turned up synchronically in other environments, although it has oc-
curred historically in a number of forms and is responsible for some
of the variation between the Patla and Chicontla varieties of UNT
(e.g., Pt. skiwak 'army ant' vs. Ch. skiwg).
Table 1 also illustrates the existence of the inclusive/exclusive
distinction in the first-person plural, formed by the combination of ik-
'lSG.SUBJ' with -x, what has been glossed up to now as the first-person
plural subject-marker. Consider the forms of '>/tuks 'hit' given in (4):
(4) a. ik-ttiks-li
ISG.SUBJ-hit-PFV
'I hit him'
b. ttiks-wi
hit-lpL.suBJ:PFV
'we'NC hit him'
c. ik-ttiks-wi
lSG.SUBJ-hit-lpL.SUBJ:PFV
'weEXchit him'
(4a) shows the lSG.SUBJ ~ 3SG.OBJ form. Because third-person ob-
jects are zero, it bears only the subject-prefix ik-. The next example,
(4b), is the first-person plural inclusive, which has the subject-suffix
-x. Finally, (4c) shows the first-person plural exclusive form, which
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bears not only. he suffix -x found in the first-person plural inclusive,
but also the firs :-person singular prefix seen in (4a).4
Although -x has been glossed up to now as a first-person plural
marker, such a:1 interpretation seems in some ways at odds with its
co-occurrence h'ith ik- 'lSG.SUBJ' in exclusive forms. However, if we
re-cast the glos:; of -x slightly to mean 'SPEECH-ACT PARTICIPANTS' this
pattern begins to make some sense. First-person plural inclusive
forms would tl.us denote an event in which all of the parties to the
speech act pari icipated in some action-that is, forms such as (4b)
would mean lit,~rally'the participants in this speech-act hit him'. The
function of ik- i 1 first-person exclusive forms could then be regarded
as a form of fur :her specification of the subject. Given that exclusivity
implies a subd lvision of the speech-act participants into two par-
ties-the speak4~rs(obligatorily plural) and the addressee(s)-(4c) can
be interpreted as meaning 'of the speech act participants, the
speaker's party hit him'. This is represented in (5):
(5)
-x ' speech-act
participants'
In this diagri 1m,the large outer circle represents the set of partici-
pants designatEd by the subject suffix -x 'speech-act participants'.
Within this se, a smaller subset of participants containing the
speaker is singled out by the first-person singular subject prefix ik-.
Because ik- is a ::ubject-marker, the further specification is understood
to apply to the: :ubject of the clause; the plurality of the expression is
derived from the subject suffix, 'SPEECH-ACT PARTICIPANTS' being nec-
essarily plural. .•ooked at in this light, the use of the first-person sin-
4 Note that b::>thCree (Dahlstrom 1991) and Sayula Popoluca (Clark and
Clark 1960) make use of the first-person singular subject marker in the
formation c f the first-person exclusive. In Cree, the inclusive is formed
with the sec )nd-person singular subject prefix, whereas in Popoluca a dif-
ferent affix Intirely comes into play.
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gular subject-marker as a part of the first-person plural exclusive
form is an example of the 'incremental' nature of UNT morphology,
whereby each additional morpheme combined with a stem adds an
additional layer of meaning-a sort of semantic agglutinativity. This
notion will play an important role in our understanding the complex
transitive paradigms to be considered in Section 1.2below.
2.2 Transitive paradigms
As noted above, the Upper Necaxa transitive paradigm makes use
of essentially the same subject- and aspect-markers as the intransitive
paradigm and simply adds object-markers to the mix. The Class 2
perfective paradigm is shown in Table 2.
Aside from the highlighted areas of the paradigm, the person-
morphology on the transitive verb is highly compositional and regu-
lar. Based on the ordinary-looking forms, the object-markers can be
analyzed as (6):
(6) kin- 'lOBI' -n '20BI'5 o '30BI'
What is immediately striking about (6) is the absence of inherently
plural object forms: plurality of objects is marked by a separate pre-
fix, ka:-. Generally speaking, direct plural-marking of NPs is dis-
preferred, as shown in (7):
(7) a. ik-ka:-puca~ya-ux 66
lSUBj-PL-Search-IMPF-SAP dog
'weexc look for the dogs'
b. ik-ka:-puca-ya-ux 66-n
lSUBj-PL-Search-IMPF-SAP dog-pI
'we",c look for the dogs'
c. ik-puca-ya-ux 66-n
lSUBj-Search-IMPF-SAP dog-pL
'weexc look for the dogs'
5 The surface form for the second-person perfective object suffix, -ni, can be
accounted for by a rule simplifying an In!! cluster to [nJ-that is,
-n '20B)' + -Ii 'PFV' ---7 -ni.
Table 2: Upper Necaxa Class 2 transitive perfective paradigm <"tuks 'hit')
~~
2PL.SUBT
lpL.SUBJ lpL.SUBJ
::\PI..~TTRT '1cr CTT'lH "c,.... c::'TTnT •• ,.. •••• roTT .•.••.•
\INC) lEXC) -- --- --"
kin-ta-tUks-l! ki-la:-tUks-w-i kin-tUks-li kin-tUks-t-i
- - - lSG.OBJthey hit me you" hit me 3SGhit me you hit me
ta-ttiks-n-i i-ka:-tUks-n-i tuks-n-i ik-tuks-n-i
- - - 2SG.OBJthey hit you we hit you 3SGhit you Ihit you
ta-tUks-li tuks-tit ttiks-w-i ik-ttiks-w-i tUks-li tUks-t-i ik-tUks-li
theyhit3SG Y0UpIhit 3SG wehit3SG we hit him/her 3SGhit3sG you hit3SG Ihit 3SG 3SG.OBJ
kin-ka'-ta-tliI<.-n-j Iki-Iac-tlik,-w-j I
- -
kin-ka:-tUks-n-i i ki-la:-tUk-w-i
I lPG.OBJ-they hit us youpl hit us 3SGhit us you hit us
ka:-ta-ttiks-n-i i-ka:-tUks-n-i ka:-tUks-n-i Ii-ka:-tUks-n-i- - - Ihit - I2PL.OBJthey hit Y0UpI wehityoUpI 3SGhit yaUp! yaup!
ta-tUks-li ka:-tuks-tIt ka:-ttiks-w-i i-ka:-ttiks-w-i ka:-tUks-li ka:-tUks-t-i i-ka:-tUks-li
they hit them yaup! hit them we hit them we hit them 3SGhit them you hit them Ihit them
3PL.OBJ
'Cj
;J>
<:a
0:1
trl
n
:><:
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As shown in (8a), object-plurality is most commonly marked on
the verb alone, although it can optionally be marked on both verb
and noun (b). ka:-, however, is omissible with overtly pluralized ob-
jects, as in (8c).The (8b) and (c) forms are relatively rare. When both
subject and object are plural and third-person, ka:- and ta- '3PL.SUBJ'
are mutually exclusive:
(8) a. ~la-kan ta-puca-0 66(-n)
3SG-PL3PL.SUBj-Search-IMPFdog(-PL)
'they look for the dogs'
b. ~la-kan ka:-puca-0 6~i(-n)
3SG-PLPL-search-IMPF dog(PL)
'they look for the dogs'
c. *~la-kan ka:-ta-puca-0 66(-n)
3SG-PLPL-3pL.SUBj-Search-IMPFdog(PL)
kinka:tatuksni
'they hit us'
kinka:tuksni
'he hit us'
ka:tuksni
'he hit you,,'
ka:tatuksni
'they hit youPL'
When the object is first- or second-person, however, this restriction
does not hold, which gives us the analytical and regular third-person
subject series in (9):
(9) tuksni
'he hit you'
tatuksni
'they hit you'
Here, the plurality of second-person objects is marked by ka:- plus
-n '20B(, and the plurality of first-person objects is marked by ka:-
plus a combination of kin- 'lOBI' and -n '20B(.6 This is interesting in
that it is an iconic recognition of the fact that 'we' = 'you' + 'me' and
illustrates once again the additive nature of Totonac morphological
processes: as meanings grow more complex, additional morphemes
are used to add successive layers of meaning.
In spite of the fact that most of the forms shown in Table 2 are
transparent combinations of the person-marking affixes identified in
(1) and (6), several members of the paradigm are unexpected. The
first of these, marked in Table 2 by single-bordered boxes, occurs in
sentences in which the subject is first-person, the object is second-
6 Note that the exclusive/inclusive distinction is lost in the object paradigm.
The combination of the pluralizer with the first- and second-person mark-
ers is reminiscent of Dakota, which combines the dual marker with a plu-
ralizer to get first-person plurals (Boas and Deloria 1941).
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person, and one or both of these is plural. Here, the paradigm con-
tains only a sirgle form (that expected for lsG acting on (--7) 2PL) to
represent all H ree possible combinations of event-participants (lSG
--7 2PL, 1PL --7 2 )L, 1PL --7 2SG). In much the same vein, the second set
of novel form:, (marked by double-bordered boxes) are those in
which the obje(t is first-person, the subject is second-person, and one
or both of thesEis plural. Here again a single form is used for all three
possible scenar as (2sG --7 1PL, 2PL --7 1PL, 2PL --7 lSG), although in this
case the verbfc rm is not the expected form for any of the subject-
object combina ions it represents, but instead makes use of the recip-
rocal marker, li:- and the SAP suffix, -x. As pointed out in Beck (1999),
these asymmet ries in the verbal paradigm look like the results of
some kind of person-hierarchy, although what that hierarchy might
be is not immelliately apparent-indeed, the two sets of asymmetric
forms seem to indicate conflicting hierarchies in that the 1 --7 2 forms
require the nur lber-marking of the second person to be greater than
or equal to that of the first-person (a 2 > 1 hierarchy), whereas the 2
--71 forms seen to rule out the case where a second-person subject
takes a first-pel son object (1 > 2). This seems like quite a remarkable
situation, but bdore considering it in detail in Section 2, let's turn our
attention to tW) additional aspects of UNT verbal morphology, the
indefinite agent and reciprocal paradigms, which will be of some im-
portance in the :liscussionthat follows.
2.3 Indefinitl. agent and reciprocal paradigms
In addition to the intransitive and transitive-active paradigms
shown in Table:; 1 and 2, verbs in Totonac have two additional per-
son-paradigms, the indefinite agent paradigm and the reciprocal. The
former, based cn the indefinite-agent suffix -kan, applies to both in-
transitive and transitive verbs; when applied to transitive stems,
-kan forms the translation equivalents of passives and reflexives in
Spanish and En;;lish, as shown in Table 3:
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Table 3:The UNT indefinite-agent paradigm
kin-tuks-kan-0
lOBI-hit-IDF-IMPF
'I was hit'
'I hit myself'
tuks-kan-a
hit-IDF-2SG.SUBI:IMPF
'you were hit'
'you hit yourself'
0-tuks-kan-0
30BI-hit-IDF-IMPF
Is/he was hit'
Is/he hit her /himself'
0-ka:-tuks-kan-0
3CiBi="PL. OBI-hi t-IDF-
IMPF
'they were hit'
'they hit themselves'
One interesting feature of the paradigm shown here is that 1PLand
2PLpatients are excluded altogether from IOF-clauses.This appears to
be true of another variety of Northern Totonac (Apapantilla-Reid
1991), though 1PLand 2PL forms are found in Sierra (McQuown
1990),Papantla (P. Levy, p.c.) and Misantla (1999).More to the point,
however, is the fact that the morphological treatment of second-
persons is distinct from that of first- and third-persons: while first-
and third-person patients make use of the object-markers identified
in Section 1.2, second-person patients are treated morphologically as
subjects. This is illustrated quite strikingly in the serial agreement
pattern seen in (10):
(10) a. gn-kan-0 kim-puca-kan-0
go-IDF-IMPF lOBj-look.for-IDF-IMPF
'theYIDFgo to look for me'
b. gn-kan-0 0-puca-kan-0
gO-IDF-IMPF 30Bj-lookJor-IDF-IMPF
'theYIDFgo to look for him/her'
c. ping-kan-g puca-kan-g
2SG.SUBj:gO-IDF-2SG.SUBj:IMPF look.for-IDF-2SG.5UBj:IMPF
'theYIDFgo to look for you'
In (lOa) and (b) the first (intransitive) verb in the series, £In 'go', is
marked only for the indefinite agent. In (tOe),however, the intransi-
tive £In 'go' takes its second-person suppletive form pin£l, agreeing
with the patient/subject of the second verb, puca 'look for', rather
than with its own semantic actant, the indefinite agent. Although
marking of second-persons in IDF-clausesas subjects is also found in
Papantla Totonac (P. Levy, p.c.) and Apapantilla (Reid 1991),there is
some variation on this point within the rest of the family. In Sierra
(McQuown 1990), all patients are treated as subjects (effectively
making -kan a passive, as it is in Tepehua-Watters 1988),whereas in
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Misantla (MacLay 1999) subject-markers are used only when the in-
tended reading is the reflexive one.
The final sel of inflections to be considered here is the reciprocal
paradigm, whil:h makes use of plural subject or indefinite agent per-
son-markers ani the reciprocal prefix la:-, as in (11):
(11) a. la:-l uks-w-i
RCP-hit-SAP-PFV
'we'N' hit each other'
b. ik-ll:-tuks-w-i
ISUB-RCP-hit-sAP-PFV
'we", hit each other'
c. la:-I uks-tit
RCP-h.it-2PL.SUB]
'you ;uys hit each other'
d. ta-l; l:-tuks-li
3ru UB]-RCP-hit-PFV
'they hit each other'
e. la:-I uks-kg
RCP-ut-AS:PFV
'they )F hit each other'
In these exaJnples, the semantic endpoint of the event is encoded
by the reciproGll marker, la:-, which replaces the ordinary object suf-
fixes and indica tes that the (necessarily plural) syntactic subject of the
clause correspo nds both to the agent and the patient of the event. In
(lla), for exam]>le,la:- combines with the SAP subject-marker -x to in-
dicate that the ;peech act participants function simultaneously both
as agents and p 3.tients-that is, each acts on the other. When the sub-
ject of the sente :lce is the first-person inclusive, la:- indicates the divi-
sion of the speEch act participants into (minimally) two groups, each
of which acts or the other, as illustrated in (12):
(12)
IA-
-x 'speech-act
participants'
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Again, the large circle here denotes the speech-act participants,
marked as the subject of the clause by -x. The smaller subdivisions
within this set indicate the partition of the subject into groups by la:-,
and the arrows indicate the direction of the action-in this case, from
each of the groups to the other. The individual speaker (small dark
circle) is contained within one of the two subdivisions, the other of
which containers the addressee(s). In the case of first-person exclu-
sive reciprocals such as (lIb), on the other hand, the addressee is ex-
cluded from the reciprocal action, as indicated by the use of the first-
person subject prefix, ik-,which serves to single out only the speakers
as being involved in the event.
Like the majority of UNT verbal inflections, the true reciprocal
forms are morphologically transparent and semantically incremental
in nature, as are the indefinite agent forms, although in the latter case
things are complicated by an apparent person-hierarchy prohibiting a
verbform in which an indefinite subject takes a second-person object
(*IDF ~ 2). This is reminiscent of the person-hierarchies favouring
second-persons found in divers languages such as Cree (Dahlstrom
1991) and Bella Coola (Nater 1994), although unlike Cree and other
Algonkian languages (and like Bella Coola) the person-hierarchies in
UNT seem to be historical remnants of a system which is presently
seen only the asymmetries in verbal paradigms noted here, and in
certain sociolinguistic practices of avoidance. We will turn our atten-
tion to these topics in detail in Sections 2 and 3 below.
3. ASYMMETRIES IN UNT VERBAL PARADIGMS
As noted in the previous section, Upper Necaxa morphology is on
the whole highly regular and ag'glutinative, showing only limited
and fairly standard types of morphophonemic alternations. To-
tonacan morphology is also incremental in the sense that it works on
the principle of morphemes adding successive layers of meaning to
the stems to which they attach (as opposed to combining to form
meanings which are not strictly the sum of their semantic parts).
There are, however, exceptions to these principles, as can be seen by
looking at Table 2. There are two major asymmetries found in this
paradigm, one in those forms with a first-person subject and a sec-
ond-person object (where one or both is plural) and the other with a
second-person subject and a first-person object (again, where one or
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both is plural). Each of these cases will be examined in more detail in
Section 2.1 and :~.2,respectively.
3.1 First-person subjects with second-person objects-ika:tUksnj
The first set (,f asymmetries in the transitive paradigm that need to
be dealt with are those that arise in sentences with a first-person
subject and a se. :ond-person object in which one or both of the subject
and the object if plural (outlined in single-bordered boxes in Table 2).
As noted in Sec ion 1.2, in such cases a single form, that expected for
a lSG subject ac1ing on a 2PL object, is used for all three possible com-
binations of lsu lJ, 20BJ, and PLURAL, as shown in (13):
(13) a. i-ka: -tuks-n-!
lsc.5 JBj-PL.OBj-hit-2oBj-PFV
(i) 'I hit: 'au guys'
(ii) 'weEXC hit you'
(iii) 'we,xc hit you guys'
One possibl,~ analysis of this phenomenon, advanced in Beck
(1999), is that tILe single form arises as a result of morphophonemic
processes of sYlcope, a common feature of Totonacan verbal mor-
phology. Exam nation of the progressive forms of transitive verbs,
however, revea s that the subject in all readings of (13) and like sen-
tences is, in facl, morphologically singular regardless of whether the
subject is semantically singular or plural. This is shown in (14):
(14) a. ik-tllks-ma.J
lSUB]-hit-PRC
'I am hitting him/her'
b. ik-tllks-ma.:-n
lSUBj-hit-PRG-20Bj
'I am hitting youse'
c. ik-tllks-mg:-na:-ux
lSUBj-hit-PRG-PL.PRG-lpL.SUBj
'we,xc are hitting him/her'
d. ik-k l:-tuks-ma.:-n
lSUB]-pL.OB]-hit-PRG-20Bj
'I am hitting you guys'
'we a 'e hitting you guys'
'we a 'e hitting you'
e. *ik-j ~a:-tuks-mg:-na:-n
lSUB)-pL.oBj-hit-PRG-PL.PRG-2oBj
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The Totonac progressive marker, shown in (14a) and (b), is based
historically on the stative verb rna::! 'lie' which, like other stative
verbs, shows number agreement over and above that provided by the
person-marker, adding the plural-morpheme -na:n- to its stem. Thus,
progressive forms with plural subjects (14c) take -na:n- to mark the
plurality of the subject (cf. rna::! 'it lies' > tarna:na::! 'they lie')? As
(14d) and (e) demonstrate, however, transitive verbs in the progres-
sive aspect with lSUBJ and 20BJ, do not take the -na:n- number-marker
even when the subject is notionally plural, ruling out morphopho-
nemic syncope as the source of the three different readings of (13).
Another difficulty with the morphophonemic analysis of the form
in (13)is that it fails to account for the presence of ka:- 'PLURAL OBJECT'
when the sentence has reading (13-iii),that of IpL.suBJ -? 2SG.OBJ. As
it turns out, this is not the only circumstance in which ka:- signals the
plurality of something other than a direct object. Consider the fol-
lowing examples, which show the use of ka:- with a ditransitive stem
formed with the applicative suffix, -ni:
(15) a. ka:-ma:-pu:pic-i:-ni-ma:i lakstin k6ko
PL.OBJ-cs-split-cS-APPL-PRG children coconut
'he is breaking open the coconuts for the children'
'he is breaking open the coconut for the children'
b. ka:-ma:-pu:pic-i:-ni-mH- lakstln g?-tu: k6ko
PL.OBJ-cs-split-cS-APPL-PRG children CLS-two coconut
'he is breaking open two coconuts for the children'
c. ka:-ma:-pu:pic-i:-ni-mH lakstln g?-tin k6ko
PL.OBJ-cs-split-cS-APPL-PRG children CLS-one coconut
'he is breaking open one coconut for the children'
d. ka:-ma:-pu:pic-i:-ni-ma:i 1:"a:-tin?awa1:"gk6ko
PL.OBJ-cs-split-cS-APPL-PRG CLS-one boy coconut
'he is breaking open the coconuts for the boy'
The direct object of an applicative verb in UNT is the actant li-
censed by the applicative marker (usually a semantic benefactor or
recipient) and the plurality of this actant generally triggers number
agreement on the verb, as shown in (15a), which has two possible
readings, one in which the coconut (an oblique or indirect object) is
7 The progressive morpheme has diverged somewhat from the plural form
of the stative verb in that it has preserved the historicallaryngealization
of /-ma:-/ in /-mg::na:t/.
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singular and th ~other in which it is plural. The situation can be dis-
ambiguated by quantifying (or pluralizing, though this was difficult
to elicit) the ob ique object, as in (15b)and (c). In (15d), on the other
hand, we find t 1at a sentence with a notionally singular direct object
and a plural oblique object still bears the plural-marker ka:-, indicat-
ing that this m :>rphemeis unselective (in the sense of Partee et aI.
1987,Bach et al 1995) for which of the two objects of a ditransitive
verb it quantifits. Note that this is only case when both of the actants
are third perso!1S; when the direct object of the verb is first- or sec-
ond-person, ka.- may only signal the plurality of that actant, as in
(16):
(16) a. kin- ka:-?aia:-wa-ni-ni-ya-n ki-sandiya-kan
1OB)-PL.OB)-steal-eat-INoQ-APPL-IMPF-2oB) IPQ-watermelon-PL:PO
'he st ~als from us and eats the edible parts of our watermelons'
'he st ~als from us and eats the edible parts of our watermelon'
b. *kin-ka:-?aia:-wa-ni-ni-0 ki-sandiya
10B)-PL.OB)-steal-eat-INoQ-APPL-IMPF IPQ-watermelon
*'he s :eals from me and eats the edible parts of my watermelons'
c. *ka:-.?aia:-wa-ni-ni-n mi-sandiya
PL.OIJ-steal-eat-INoQ-APPL-20B) 2PQ-watermelon
*'he s :eals from youse and eats the edible parts of yourse watermel-
ons'
d. kin- ?aia:-wa-ni-ni-0 ki-sandiya
10B)- steal-eat-INoQ-APPL-IMPF IpQ-watermelon
'he st ~als from me and eats the edible parts of my watermelons'
'he st ~als from me and eats the edible parts of my watermelon'
e. ?aia -wa-ni-ni-n mi-sandiya
steal-eat-INoo-APPL-20B) 2pQ-watermelon
'he st ~als from youse and eats the edible parts of yourse watermel-
ons'
'he st ~als from youse and eats the edible parts of yourse watermelon'
Becauseka:- narks only the plurality of the direct object when the
direct object is hst- or second-person, (16a)has either of the two pos-
sible readings iJl which the direct object is plural-that is, it does not
mark the numb ~r of the oblique object. Sentence (16b), in which the
direct object is ;ingular ('1' rather than 'we', as indicated by the ab-
sence of the 201 J-suffix)but in which the plural object-marker is pre-
sent, is rejected as explicitly ungrammatical. Similarly, (16c) is un-
grammatical with the reading of a plural oblique and a second-
person singula' direct object, though the same verbform was ac-
cepted with mi;andiyakan 'yourPL watermelon(s)', giving the direct
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object a second-person plural reading. The correct forms for sen-
tences (16b) and (c),without ka:-, appear in (d) and (e), respectively;
like (a), these are ambiguous with respect to number of the oblique
object.
While this sort of ambiguity or unselectivity of plural markers
seems strange from an Indo-European perspective, it is not terribly
unusual cross-linguistically: it is attested in a number of languages
including Dakota/Lakhota (Boas and Deloria 1941;van Valin 1977)
and Mixe (Clark and Clark 1960;R. Zavala, p.c.), as well as in Geor-
gian and the Paleo-Siberian language Alutor, as shown in these ex-
amples:
(17) Georgian
a. g-cem-t
2oBj-beat-PL
'1 beat you guys'
'we beat you'
'we beat you guys'
'he beat you guys'
(Mel'cuk 1986: 431)
Alutor
b. n-jalqat-tka-na-wwi
3sG.suBj-sleep-PR5-3SG.SUBj-PL
'they are asleep'
c. 0-tawajata-tka-nina-wwi
3sG.suBj-feed-PRS-30Bj-PL
'he feeds them'
(Mel'cuk 1986: 426 - 27)
In Georgian, the pluralizer's scope seems simply to be vague,
while in Alutor the scope of the pluralizer -wwi depends on the verb's
transitivity, applying to the subject of intransitives and the object of
transitives. UNT seems more like Georgian in this respect, although it
resembles Alutor in not having plural object morphemes (Georgian
has them in other persons). UNT differs from Georgian, however, in
that ka:- seems only to be unselective in a limited number of contexts
such as applicatives with two third-person objects and in
1PL.SUB]-2oBJforms. This selective unselectivity seems like yet an-
other vestige of a person-hierarchy that, on the one hand, prevents
oblique third-persons from 'usurping' the direct-object quantifying
role of ka:- (a 1PL,2PL> 3PLhierarchy), and, on the other hand, rules
out forms in which the morphological number-marking of a first-
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person subject is greater than that of a second-person object (a 2 > 1
hierarchy). The net result of this second constraint seems to be the
use of what is lormally the object-pluralizer to mark the plurality of
the syntactic sllbject.8 This also seems to be consistent with the re-
strictions obser ved above on the indefinite-agent marker -kan, which
does not appea r with first- or second-person plural patients (lPL, 2PL
> IDF),and whi ch marks second-person patients as subjects and first-
and third-person patients as objects (2 > 1, 3, IDF).It does, however,
seem to be at o,lds with the person-hierarchy indicated by the second
major asymme :ry observed in the transitive-active paradigm, those
forms with second-person subjects and first-person objects, which
appear to give. )recedence to lover 2. This issue will be dealt with in
Section 2.2.
3.2 Second-p erson subjects with first-person objects-kila:tUkswj
Like the seni ences discussed in Section 2.1, sentences in which the
subject is secon :i-person, the object is first-person, and one or both is
plural (outlined in double-bordered boxes in Table 2) make use of a
single verbforrr which is three-way ambiguous, as shown in (18):
(18) ki-ll:-tuks-w-i
losr -Rcp-hit-SAP-PFV
(i) 'you lit us'
(ii) 'you ;uys hit us'
(iii) 'you ;uys hit me'
Unlike the 1;UBJ 4 20BJ form, the verbform in (18) is not the ex-
pected form fOJany of the readings it has-instead of being marked
morphologicallr for a second-person subject, it bears the SAPsubject-
suffix -x and th~ prefix la:- found in the reciprocal forms given in (11)
above. Unlike j rue reciprocals, however, (18) also makes use of the
first-person obj,~ctprefix, kin-. While the presence of this latter prefix
is what we wOllld expect semantically, given the lOBI reading of the
verbform, its c( '-occurrence with the reciprocalla:- is a bit puzzling,
especially giver the usual function of la:- to indicate that the syntactic
8 Judith Aiss ~n (p.c.) has suggested to me that this data would be highly
amenable t) a constraint-based Optimality Theory analysis, an observa-
tion with VI hich I completely concur. Given the constraints of space and
time, howe' 'er, I'll leave problem of modeling these data formally aside in
the interest: of pursuing the larger exposition.
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subject of the utterance (here marked with -x 'SAP') is at once an agent
and patient in the event, something completely at odds with the in-
tended reading in which the speaker(s) (one division of the speech act
participants) is(are) exclusively patient(s).
On further reflection, however, it seems that the 10BJ prefix, kin-,
might be treated in the same way as the lSG.SUBJ prefix, ik-, is treated
in first-plural exclusive forms-that is, as a further specification of
one of the verbal actants, its role being purely additive. Under this
interpretation, the role of la:- is, as in the diagram in (12), to divide
the speech act participants (-x) into (minimally) two groups, one the
speaker's group and the other the addressee's. The addition of the
10BJ prefix kin-, then, serves to specify the syntactic object/semantic
patient as the subdivision of speech act participants pertaining to the
speaker, in precisely the same way as the lSUBJ prefix ik- is used to
single out as a subject/ agent the division of the speech act pertaining
to the speaker in 1PL.EXC forms (d. the role of ik- 'lSUB]' in the first-
person plural exclusive form illustrated in (5) above). This gives us
the configuration in (19),which can be interpreted as 'the addressee's
division of the speech act acts upon the speaker's division':
(19)
-x 'speech-act
participants'
As in the previous diagrams, (19)represents the successive subdi-
vision of the subject, the set of speech-act participants, into progres-
sively finer groups-first by the reciprocal-marker, which establishes
that the speech-act participants have been split into separate groups
of actors, then by the 10BJ prefix, which tells us that one of these
groups, that containing the speaker, is the semantic patient of the
event. The ambiguity which results in multiple readings of this verb
form-kila:tukswj-stems from the fact that there are multiple possi-
ble combinations of first- and second-persons which correspond to
the compositional meaning of these affixes, depending on the num-
ber of participants that fall into each of the agent-patient subdivi-
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sions. The glo:;s in (18-i) corresponds to the situation in which the
speaker's groU) consists of the speaker alone, while that in (18-ii)cor-
responds to a ~ituation in which there is more than one participant in
each of the speaker's and addressee's parties. (18-iii) designates a
situation in which there is only a single participant in the addressee's
group and the]e are multiple members of the speaker's group. In all
of these cases 1here is some plural actant-either subject or object or
both-but whi(h of the two is plural is underspecified.
An interesti 19 corollary of our analysis of the la:- -wj form in (18)
is that it seem~ to open the door rather naturally to another possible
set of inflectior~s-those in which a subject-marker is used to specify
the agent's group rather than the patient's. This, in fact, seems to be
the person-ma.king pattern shown in Tepehua, which not only has
the form analo;;ous to (18), shown in (20a),but also uses the ISGpre-
fix k- in comb nation with the reciprocal marker to express 1 ~ 2
forms (where O!1eor both are plural), as in (20b):
(20) Tepehua
a. ki-]a:-?aqtayhu:-ya:-w
10BJ-RcP-help-IMPF-SAP
'you help us'
'you guys help liS'
'you guys help me'
b. k-1<!:-?aqtayhu:-ya:-w
lSG. ;UBj-RCP-help-IMPF-SAP
'Ihei p you guys'
'we llelp you guys'
'we llelp you'
'we,,: help each other'
(Waters 1988: 292)
The form in (20a) is parallel to the form in (18) and open to the
same set of inerpretations. (20b), on the other hand, replaces the
first-person object prefix in (20a)with the first-person subject prefix.
This form not mly gets the three readings we find for the Totonac
form in (13),btt also the true reciprocal reading; ef the Totonac first-
person exclusive reciprocal form in (lIb). Clearly the first three
glosses stem fn ,mexactly same type of compositional process we saw
illustrated in (19), the use of the subject-suffix specifying the
speaker's grou) as the agent, rather than the patient of the action.
The fourth reaiing seems somewhat at odds with this, although it
does not violab~the most literal interpretation of this combination of
affixes-the sptaker's group is still an agent in the event. It is just that
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it is also a patient. The Tepehua reciprocal marker, then, is not a
polysemous morpheme but rather a highly unselective one, with a
remarkable vagueness of scope. Its semantics are consistent and its
uses, though unusual, are systematic and completely in line with the
overall morphological system of Totonac-Tepehua languages.
The analysis of these data presented here has the advantage of re-
vealing the UNT 2 ~ 1 forms to be consistent with the morphological
and semantic strategies employed in other parts of the grammar; the
major difficulty with it, however, is that even though the verbform in
(18) is semantically transparent (or at least not totally opaque), it is
less so than the expected forms for any of its readings-that is,
*kinka:tuksa 'you hit us', *kintukstit 'you guys hit me', *kinka:tukstit
'you guys hit us'. These forms are not ruled out by any morphopho-
nemic processes that I am aware of, but they are consistently and
unequivocally rejected by consultants as ungrammatical. This seems
to indicate, as in the case of the asymmetries examined in the sections
above, a hierarchy of person which rules out second-person subjects
acting on first-person objects (when one or both is plural), although
in this case the hierarchy seems not to favour second-persons over
first persons as it does in the IDF paradigm and with 1 ~ 2 forms, but
instead seems to rank first-persons higher than second-persons. This
is a problematic result in that, if it turns out to be correct, UNT would
represent the only case I am aware of in the literature of a language
that makes use of two different, diametrically opposed hierarchies in
their grammar, let alone within the same grammatical paradigm.
Fortunately (or not, depending on one's taste for the exotic), closer
examination of some additional sociolinguistic facts allows us to rec-
oncile these apparently contradictory person-hierarchies as artefacts
of a single system which consistently favours second-person over
first-person. This idea will be explored in more detail in the section
that follows.
4. PERSON-HIERARCHIES AND SOCIa-LINGUISTIC STRATEGIES OF
AVOIDANCE
Verbal paradigms, as part of the inflectional morphology of the
language, are generally considered to be the most highly grammati-
cized and, hence, most formal parts of the grammar-and, as such,
are often considered the most insulated from the effects of discourse,
pragmatics, and sociolinguistic practice, at least in terms of their in-
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ternal make-up (as opposed to their patterns of use). Still, morphol-
ogy is widely a :cepted as having its origins in freer, more pragmati-
cally-conditionl~delements, and it does not seem unreasonable that
aspects of lang lage-use or linguistic practice might have had some
influence on thl' development of morphological patterns. By the same
token, it does llot seem unreasonable that the same aspects of lan-
guage use that influenced the grammaticization of morphological
patterns might be present in other parts of the grammar as well, or
that by looking at discourse we might find some clue as to the forces
at work in the S1aping of grammatical paradigms. In the present case,
a close look at wme of the unusual properties of imperatives and re-
ciprocals in narrative and discourse furnish important clues to the
origins of the a~ymmetries in UNT subject-object inflection, and point
to a solution to the dilemma faced at the end of the previous section,
where we saw evidence pointing to not one but two contradictory
person-hierarch resat work in Totonacan grammar.
Imperatives. n UNT are taken from the second-person series of the
optative paradi ~m, formed by adding the optative prefix ka- to the
perfective form of the verb stem. The imperative forms of the transi-
tive verb lakam 156.: 'kiss (amorously)' are given in Table 4:
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Table 4:UNT Class 1 second-person optative (imperative)
transitive paradigm (laka- 'face' ~musu: 'kiss')
lSG.OBJ
2SG.SUBJ
ka-ki-Iakamusu:
'kiss me!'
2PL.SUBJ
ka-ki-Ia:-Iakamusu:-x
'(you guys) kiss me!'
2SG.OBJ
3SG.OBJ
ka-Iakamusu:-kg
'kiss yourself!'
ka-Iakamusu: ka-Iakamusu:-tit
'kiss him/her!' '(you guys) kiss him/her!'
• I
IpL.OBJ
2PL.OBJ
3PL.OBJ
ka-ki-Ia:-Iakam UStl:-x
'kiss us!'
ka-ka:-Iakamusu:
'kiss them!'
ka-ki-Ia:-Iakamusu:-x
'(you guys)kiss us!'
ka-ka:-Iakamusu:-tit
'(you guys) kiss them!'
In addition to these forms, there is also an imperative-reciprocal,
ka1a:musu:tit 'kiss each other!'. Optative verbforms, including those
with potentially imperative readings, are used in a wide variety of
contexts, including expressions of future desires or expectations,
hortatives-e.g., ka1g?cinaux (ka + Ig7cin'see' + ya: 'IMPERFECTIVE' + x
'SAP') 'let's see!'-and, in conjunction with the counterfactual prefix
ti-, in certain types of contrary-to-fact and potential statements.
As we would expect from the transitive paradigm in Table 2 (on
which the paradigm in Table 4 is based), all three combinations of
second-person subject with first-person object in which one or both is
plural (enclosed in double-bordered boxes) make use of the recipro-
cal prefix 1a:- and the SAP suffix -x. What is especially interesting
about this form, however, is that it is extremely difficult to elicit in
imperative contexts. Unless consultants are offered a specifically non-
imperative optative frame (e.g., ik1akaskin kakila:1akamusu:x 'I want
you to kiss us') they very consistently give either a true reciprocal-
optative form (ka1a:1akamusu:x 'let's kiss each other') or a simple ac-
tive-transitive form (ki1a:1akamusu:x 'YOUSG/PL kiss me/us', although
when the forms in Table 4 are suggested they are readily accepted as
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grammatical. By the same token, 2 -7 1 imperative forms are unat-
tested in the seventeen traditional narratives (representing about 3
hours of recorced speech) I have analyzed to date, despite the exis-
tence of approI,riate contexts. As in elicitation, speakers consistently
make use of either true reciprocal-optative forms or simple active-
transitive verbf'lrms such as in (21):
(21) ki-ll:-ki:-tasati:-ni-uj
lOBI -RCP-RT-call-APPL-1pL.SUBJ:PFV
'go Ci IIIhim for me'
(lit. '~'ouse/PLgo call him for mel us') (Manuel Romero, Clever Pedro)
In stories, tIle reluctance to use optative-imperative forms with
first-person obj~ctseven extends to circumstances in which both the
subject and the Jbject are singular, as in (22):
(22) pus ka-Ia:-~kut-w-i na-k-tg?g?e:-0
INTJI lPT-RCP-UNTIE-1pL.SUBJ-PFUT-1sG.SuBJ-pursue-IMPF
'so U! ttie me then and I'll go after him'
(lit. ' >0 let's untie each other and I'll go after him')
(Mal mel Romero, Tiger and Rabbit)
Although th ~utterance in (22)is addressed to a single individual,
the speaker us(~sa true reciprocal like that shown in (11) combined
with the optative prefix, creating an hortative "let's ... " type of ex-
pression and avoiding a direct command. In everyday speech, the
regular 2sG -7 :SG form-kakiskutj 'untie me!'-is used quite freely,
and in both na rrative and everyday speech, imperatives with non-
first-person obj,~ctsare entirely normal.
Further exar1ination of the distribution of reciprocals in text also
reveals that SpEakers make use of reciprocal forms for expressions of
obligation of se:ond-person to first-person. This is seen in (23),taken
from a story ir. which a man loses his wife to the Devil in a card
game. When He man expresses regret at having made the bet, the
Devil asks him why he did so, using the reciprocal form of the verbs
wan 'say' and naskf: 'give':
(23) N:11wa la:-wa-ni-ni:ta-ux
how intent RCP-saY-APPL-PF-1pL.suBJ
na-] a:-ma~ki:-ya:-ux?
FUT- <cp-give-IMPF-1 PL.SUBJ
'so why did you say you would give her to me?'
(lit. ';0 why did we say to each other we'd give her to each other?')
(Mal mel Romero, The Card-player)
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The use of reciprocals in such situations seems to be quite stan-
dard in everyday, spoken UNT as well. Even in elicitation, consultants
asked for the 2SG ~ lSG form of verbs such as ma:laknu:ni 'promise'
often give them as reciprocals-Ia:ma:1aknu:nix tumi:n 'we promised
each other money'-rather than as (the grammatical) kima:lakmi:nj
tumi:n 'you promised me money'.
In addition to avoiding direct expressions of obligation, the recip-
rocal is often pressed into service to avoid expression of affectedness
of the speaker by the addressee's action, particularly where the effect
was adverse. In a subsequent line from the same story cited in (23),
for instance, the Devil asks the man if he will renege on their deal,
and the man backs down:
(24) xa:-ca ali:sta:n la:-s'awi-ux-ca, mat wan
NEG-now after Rcp-defeat-lPL.SUBj:PFv-now QTVsay
"'not now, after you've beaten me," he says'
(lit. 'not now, after we've defeated each other')
(Manuel Romero, The Card-player)
Here, as in (23), the reciprocal is used to avoid a direct statement
of affectedness of 1 by 2, a pattern familiar as a politeness strategy in
a number of languages. In UNT, however, the practice goes well be-
yond the bounds of simple politeness, as shown in this exchange
between Tiger (T) and Rabbit (R), two characters in an antagonistic
relationship:
(25) T: man-ea la:-~?s'awi-ux (;u:wakuwesa
self-now RCP-trick-lpsUBj now must
cax na-k-wa-ya:-n
only FUT-lsUBj-eat-IMPF-2oBj
'all you do is trick me, now I really am going to eat you'
(lit. 'we only trick each other ... ')
R: ?e:na-la:-wa-ya:-ux pero
and FUT-RCP-eaHMPF-lsUBj but
ka-ti-wa-ux w~: k-wa-wH
OPT-CTF-eat-lSUBj RELlSUBj-eat-sit
'and you will eat me, but first let's eat what I'm sitting here eating'
(lit. 'we will eat each other ... ')
(Manuel Romero, Tiger and Rabbit)
In this story, Rabbit is pursued by Tiger, who he continually tricks
into dangerous and painful situations (being stung by wasps, trapped
under heavy rocks, choking on unripe fruit, etc.). Here Tiger has no
particular reason to be polite to Rabbit or to be indirect about the
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negative impact of Rabbit's behaviour, yet he still uses an indirect
expression of ;;ffectedness even though the harm Rabbit has done
him is the motire for Tiger's next statement ('I am going to eat you').
Note that therE is no avoidance of the expression of adverse effects
when the subjelt is first-person and the object is second-person: Tiger
says very directly nakwaya:n 'I'm going to eat you'. In contrast, when
Rabbit replies i nd reverses the statement, he uses the indirect form
nala:wayaux 'YllU are going to eat me' (lit. 'we will eat each other ... ')
because such ;; statement is an expression of affectedness of the
speaker by the iddressee.9
The fact that UNT disfavours direct expressions of affectedness and
obligation of 2 j 0 1 is not only interesting from a sociolinguistic point
of view, it is ah 0 a potential solution to the problem of the asymme-
tries observed i1 the verbal paradigms in Section 2 above and the ap-
parently contra,iictory person-hierarchies needed to motivate the un-
expected forms While the forms in other parts of the grammar point
towards a 2 > 1 person-hierarchy, the 2 ---? 1 forms seem to argue for a
1 > 2 ranking in that the paradigm excludes morphologically trans-
parent verbforns with 2SUBI and lOBI (when one or both is plural).
The sociolingui:;tic facts presented in this section, however, point to a
slightly differer,.t analysis: rather than expressing a ranking of 1 > 2,
the 2 ---? 1 formE may in fact be a manifestation of the linguistic defer-
ence to the add 'essee seen in the UNT reluctance to express direct af-
fectedness of 1 by 2. In other words, the motivation of the 2 ---? 1
forms may be a very strong ranking of 2 > 1 which rules out transi-
tive clauses tha: are direct expressions of the addressee affecting the
speaker. Given that the canonical transitive verb is an expression of
the affectednes~ of the object (patient) by the subject (agent), it seems
quite possible t lat a language like UNT, which disfavours direct ex-
9 Just as witt imperatives, another strategy for avoiding expression of ad-
verse affect<~dness of 1 by 2 is to treat the singular second-person as plural.
As an exam pIe, when one of my older consultants was asked in elicitation
for the forn 'you dirty me', the response was wis kila:ma:maktiYiJwfux
(wis 'youse' ki + 'lOB)' + la: 'RECIPROCAL' + rna: + 'CAUSATIVE' + mak 'body'
+ tiy~ 'earHl' + wi: 'CAUSATIVE' + x 'SAP') rather than the expected ki-
ma:maktiy~wi: with a singular subject, although this form was readily ac-
cepted as 't le same' when it was offered as an alternative. Pluralizing the
second-pen on subject, like using the reciprocal, is a way of removing di-
rect individ lal responsibility for the event from the addressee.
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pressions of affectedness of 1 by 2, would grammaticize this dispref-
erence by eliminating transparent 2 ~ 1 forms from the verbal para-
digms in favour of a new, less-transparent form. The fact that the
new form is based on the reciprocal is entirely consistent with the
uses of the reciprocal in discourse, while the appearance of the first-
person object-prefix kin-which we saw in Section 1.2 to be consis-
tent with the additive nature of UNT morphology-can be motivated
by the need to disambiguate between truly reciprocal and ordinary
active-transitive statements. So, rather than two hierarchies we have
one-one which not only accounts for all of the asymmetries ob-
served in the verbal paradigms, but also helps to explain some of the
unusual properties of imperatives and reciprocals in discourse,
thereby illustrating the far-reaching impact that sociolinguistic prac-
tice can have on what is often considered to be the most formal part
of the grammar, the realm of inflectional morphology.
5. PRAGMATIC SKEWING AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF GRAMMATICAL
SYSTEMS
Careful analysis of the asymmetries shown in Upper Necaxa ver-
bal paradigms show remnants of what once may have been a fairly
robust person-hierarchy ranking second-persons over first- and third-
persons and plural number over singular. The effects of this hierar-
chy are still seen in the indefinite-agent paradigm, which excludes
IDF-subjectswith plural first- and plural second-person patients and
which treats second-person singular patients as syntactic subjects (as
opposed to first- and third-person patients, which are syntactic ob-
jects). The same person-hierarchy also influences the form of verbs
with first-person subjects and second-person objects where one or
both is plural in that these require the subject to be morphologically
singular even when semantically it is plural, effectively ruling out
forms in which the morphological number-marking of the subject is
greater than that of the object. Forms with second-person subjects
and first-person objects where one or both of these is plural, on the
other hand, seemed to favour first-persons over second-persons in
excluding transparent 2 ~ 1 forms in favour of a more opaque verb
form making use of the reciprocal marker, la:-. When considered in
light of the use of reciprocals in discourse, however, it seems that a
more consistent analysis of the 2 ~ 1 forms is that they are the result
of sociolinguistic deference of speakers to addressees. This deference
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requires speak,~rsto avoid the direct expression of affectedness of
first persons b'l the actions of second persons-resulting in a so-
ciolinguistic pn dice that ranks second-persons over first persons, the
same 2 > 1hien rchy observed in other parts of the grammar.
The fact that the non-transparent forms in the verbal paradigm oc-
cur in those ca les where the subject and object are both speech act
participants (first- and second-persons) and where one or both of
these is plural. s significant, though not surprising. Formal analyses
based on mark ~dness have long recognized that this portion of the
person-paradig fi, bearing the maximal number of marked features
([+plural], [+SAP],etc.), is likely to be the most variable across lan-
guages, and such analyses have successfully modeled those asym-
metries in pers m-paradigms that arise from a ranking of 1 or 2 > 3.
Unfortunately, at least for those interested in broad cross-linguistic
generalizations universal criteria from markedness that account for
asymmetries dl1e to the rankings of 1 vs. 2 are somewhat harder to
come by: there lre well-documented case of languages that rank 1 > 2
and others that rank 2 > 1, and-as pointed out by Heath (1998)-in
languages of beth these types the methods of deployed to conform to
these rankings iiffer wildly, making a formal treatment of the prob-
lem in terms of markedness somewhat problematical. In two separate
studies of a ra 1ge of languages from Australia and the Americas,
Heath (1991, 1')98) argues that many asymmetries in subject-object
paradigms are a consequence of what he refers to as 'pragmatic
skewing'. On this view, opaque or unusual combinations of person-
markers are th ~ result of a sort of deliberate obfuscation in which
speakers seek :0 avoid certain combinations of person-markers as
being inappropriate in polite discourse. Across languages, trans-
parent 1 H 2 combinations are frequently avoided because they
"form negativt~ or taboo targets and are often replaced by more
opaque surface forms" (Heath 1998:84). This seems clearly to be the
case of the two UNT 1H 2 forms, each of which neutralize the finer
person-numbeJ distinctions in their respective portion of the para-
digm by emplc ying a single, ambiguous form to cover three specific
cases. Even mo 'e significantly, taken alongside evidence from the use
of the imperati're and reciprocal forms of verbs in discourse, the data
from the 2 4 1 portion of the paradigm seem to argue for the origins
of 1H 2 asymnletries in precisely the kind of social taboos that Heath
is referring to.
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As observed in Section 3, UNT has a number of strategies for
avoiding the direct expression of 2 ~ 1 imperatives or affectedness of
1 by 2, including treating a singular second-person subject as plural
and expressing (adverse) actions of a second-person towards a first-
person as reciprocal (mutual) actions. The net effect of both of these
strategies is to minimize direct individual responsibility of address-
ees for the effects of their actions on the speaker, and the grammatici-
zation of the 2 ~ 1 forms as IpL.EXCreciprocals with first-person ob-
jects seems like a semantically plausible way of meeting this goal as
well. In Upper Necaxa, this would mean that all actions of a second-
person affecting a first-person (when one or both of these is plural)
are treated as mutual actions (as indicated by la:- and -x) whose pa-
tient is the speaker (indicated by kin-). The same use of the SAP,recip-
rocal, and first-person object affixes are found in other Totonacan
languages and, as shown above in (20), Tepehua seems to have ex-
tended this logic to include verb forms with ISUB} and 20B} (again,
where one or both is plural) by combining the first-person inclusive
reciprocal forms with a first-person subject prefix.10 To date, how-
ever, the use of politeness and avoidance strategies has not been care-
fully documented in any of these other languages and until further
comparative work is done, the historical hypotheses underlying the
analysis of UNT offered here will have to remain uncertain. Never-
10 Another possible diachronic path for these developments is suggested by
data from Misantla Totonac (MacKay 1999)where la:- serves as the comi-
tative marker (tfj- in UNT and tfj:- or ta:- in other Totonac and Tepehua)
and combines with ta- '3PL.SUB)' and -kan '!DP' to form reciprocals. If Mis-
antla were found to be conservative in this respect and the use of la:- on its
own as a reciprocal marker were innovative, then the discourse uses of
this affix to express reduced responsibility of the second-person (by in-
cluding the first-person patient as a co-actor with the second-person sub-
ject) seem perfectly natural, as do the readings of the 2 ~ 1 verb forms
(e.g., kiIa:tukswl lit. 'you and I hit me'). The major obstacle to pursuing
this idea is that it would require the same innovation (shift of la:- to a re-
ciprocal marker) to have occurred in both the Tepehua branch of the fam-
ily and in all three of the other Totonacan branches as well. Of course, it
could be argued that this was due to areal spread of the innovation (Mis-
antla is geographically isolated from its sister languages), or, perhaps, that
we need to reconsider the Totonac-Tepehua family tree, something that
will have to wait until some serious historical reconstructive work on the
family has been completed.
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theless, these r ypotheses do seem consistent both with the internal
grammatical s) stem of Upper Necaxa and with the typological data
examined by Heath (1991, 1998). If they do prove to be correct, Upper
Necaxa will st md as an especially clear example of the pragmatic
skewing of rna -phological systems by sociolinguistic practice, and of
the intimate rel3.tion between discourse, language use, and the devel-
opment of gran lmatical systems.
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